Manual
Optional exhaust smoke module for
Benedini Soundunits
(smoke oil based)

Summary
The electronic smoke generator module is designed to compliment the existing and any new
range of digital Benedini sound units in most RC land vehicles. It provides for exhaust smoke
to be generated both proportionally and synchronised to the speed of the vehicle and the
engine sound emitted by the Sound Unit. The smoke controller has galvanic isolation from the
sound module and the receiver.
The method of operation is for smoke fluid to be heated by the heater elements (the smokers)
and the smoke produced blown out of the smoke accumulation reservoir by the fan in a
volume dictated by the speed of the vehicles motors/engine sound module. The system
although simple in its operation is totally reliable and effective and produces a scale effect
that will enhance any models appearance.
The complete unit consists of a speed controllable fan, a smoke reservoir, a control unit and
up to a maximum of four smoke elements (smokers) dependant on the scale of the vehicle it is
fitted to that are operated and that are switched on and off electronically according to the
speed of the motor(s).
System operation
When the engine sound is not switched on or the sound unit is switched off after use, no
smoke will leave the exhaust.
During starting or accelerating a large volume of smoke will be produced. When the model is
moving, all heating elements are active and the fan speed is electronically adjusted
proportionally to the model speed to deliver a realistic volume of exhaust smoke.
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Operating requirements and user personal advice
•To ensure the unit always operates correctly ensure the smoke fluid reservoir is always
sufficiently full for the intended period of operation. The exact level to be determined by
the purchaser. Should the fluid be exhausted during operation, it should be refilled as soon
as possible. The heating elements are to a degree protected against overheating by the fan
but running for extended period in this condition will cause the premature failing of the
heating elements.
•Various different smoke effects can be achieved by experimenting with the exhaust
pipe(s) and their fittings. To increase the volume and pressure of smoke a reduction in the
final pipe size on the scale exhaust pipe will provide for greater realism. The effect may
not however be ideal for all models and the purchaser is advised to experiment until they
are satisfied with the result.
Construction
The smoke system reservoir is delivered as a kit with the electronic control unit built and
tested. Further items are provided that must be modified by the purchaser. As all applications
and installations will vary in one form or another, it is not possible to have standard fittings.
The smoke reservoir consists of a transparent electronic housing. This provides a visual
reference to the level of the smoke fluid and the internal functions of the smoker. Three
different sizes of reservoir are available.
The smoke fluid reservoir and the fan must be mounted at the housing. Different drill sizes
are necessary, for air inlet, smoke outlet, refilling tube and the electrical connections.
The housing can be sealed at the edges with normal tape or mastic if necessary.
The electrical connections are done vie solder lugs mounted with screws at the inner and outer
side of the smoker housing. The heating elements are soldered at the inner side and the
connections to the controller are done with the outer lugs. The wiring for 12V or 24V
operation is shown at the example housing.
A switch at the +12V supply of the heaters is strongly recommended.
This will allow for switching off the heaters before switching off the model. This will provide
for the rapid cooling down the heaters and also, the remaining smoke will be blown out the
reservoir and piping.
The construction of the housing can be complete in either a vertical or horizontal position
dependant on the space available within the model. However, please ensure that the air inlet is
always either above or alongside the smoke elements or the forced airflow will pass
directly over the heater elements cooling and thereby not producing the desired volume of
smoke.
The heater elements must be mounted in that way, that the glass tubes DO NOT touch the
bottom of the ABS lower reservoir. The end of the refilling tube should reach just above the
bottom of the fluid reservoir, approximately 5 mm. The level of the smoke fluid on filling
must not be higher than the top of the glass eater element tubes.
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The heating elements (the non clear glass parts) MUST NEVER be in contact with the smoke
fluid. DO NOT OVERFILL THE RESEVOIR.
The heaters are very sensitive to shock, Care should be taken during installation and any
rough handling avoided.
Common plastic tubes do all tube connections. The smoke outlet volume can be adjusted by
experimenting with different whole diameter tubes for both the air intake and the exhaust
smoke outlet pipe(s). The inner diameter of the pipes should be 10mm. A special sealing to
the housing is not necessary if the outlet drillings are a little smaller than the tube diameter.
Operating advice.
As the smoke fluid is used up the fluid levels becomes lower than the end of the refilling tube.
This then allows smoke to exit at the refilling inlet. This is in itself a visual indication that
replenishing of the smoke fluid is necessary.
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Example of a smoker housing
Refilling tube

Inner view

Smoke exit
(Two exhaust
pipes shown)

Outer view
Smoke fluid
reservoir

Mounting of
the heater s

Prepared heater element
before installation

Three sizes of reservoir are available to meet most individual requirements. These sizes are:
Large: 150 x 80 x 50 mm (5.9 x 3.2 x 2.0 inches)
Medium: 120 x 65 x 40 mm (4.8 x 2.6 x 1.6 inches)
Small: 105 x 50 x 27 mm (4.2 x 2.0 x 1.1 inches)
The smoke fluid reservoir needs in addition about 20mm (0,8 inch) at one side of the housing.
An itemed complete description of the constructing of a standard size reservoir is located at
the end of these instructions.
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Electrical wiring for 12V operation -> 2 x two heaters connected in parallel

Solder lugs

Fast

+Heater
elements

Idle

Electrical wiring for 24V operation -> connected in series

Solder lugs

„Fast“

+Heaters

„Idle“

Example of using a plastic bottle as a smoker housing
From left to right:
a.Single ‘Smoker’. .31” x 1’57”. (8x40mm)
b.Reservoir. 2’75” x 5” x12”
c.Inner view of the reservoir screw lid with heating elements fitted. (70x130mm)
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Controller connections
Connections from top to bottom:
- Fast. Smoke elements
- Fan
- Battery
- Idle Smoke elements
+ Smoke elements
+ Fan
+ Battery

To
Soundunit

Dimensions 35x25 mm (1.38 x 1 inches)
Idle
Smoker
elements

Electrical connection in 12V operation

Fast
Smoker
elements

Controller

To
Soundunit

Off

Connections:
Fast
Fan
Minus
Idle
Plus
Plus

Plus

+
12V Battery

Fan

Construction advice
When the maximum of four heating elements are used, the fast and idle heating elements must
be connected in parallel as illustrated the wiring diagram above.
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Electrical connection in 24V operation
„Idle“
Smokers

Electrical connection in 24V operation

„Fast“
Smokers

Controller

To
Soundunit
Off
Connections:
Fast
Fan
+
Minus
Idle
Plus
Plus

Plus

Resistor 50R/2W
2x12V Battery

Fan

User advice
As 24V operated models are normally large scale, the maximum of four heating elements
should be used for authentic smoke production. In this case the idle and fast heating elements
are connected in series.
N.B. A resistor of about 50 Ohms/2Watt must be added into the plus lead of the fan if
operating at 24 volts.
NEVER OPERATE THE SMOKE EXHAUST MODULE WITHOUT SUFFICIENT
SMOKE FLUID WITHIN THE RESERVOIR OVER A LONGER PERIOD. TO DO SO
MAY CAUSE IRREPARABLE DAMAGE TO THE HEATERS AND WILL
INVALIDATE ANY GUARANTEE OR WARRANTY.

Instruction for building the smoke reservoir`
The vertical means of building the smoke reservoir is shown in he following illustrations. The
same general principals apply should you require to build the horizontal reservoir.
1.Tape the Top drill jig for the refilling tube on top of the housing and mark the drilling
hole location.
2.Tape the Cover drill jig on the housing and mark the drilling hole locations.
N.B. If you need only one exhaust smoke outlet do not drill the optional second hole.
3.Tape the Bottom drill jig on the housing and mark the edge locations of the outbreak to
the smoke fluid reservoir. Complete the marks to a rectangle.
4.Pre drill the hole for the refilling tube with a 2 mm drill.
5.Pre drill all holes in the cover with a 2 mm drill.
6.Drill out the outbreak to the smoke fluid reservoir. Use a file or abrasive paper to obtain
straight edges.
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7.Drill the hole for the refilling tube to 3.9 mm. The refilling tube must be leak proof. Do
not drill too large a hole.
8.Drill all holes in the cover at the correct diameters as printed at the drilling template.
Important information.
a) Do not drill the smoke outlet holes greater than 13.5 mm. Ensure a ‘friction fit of
the outlet tube to ensure it is leak proof.
b) If mounting the fan by self-tapping screws ensure that the correct pilot drill is
used.
c) The air intake can be increased by using larger intake holes than 6 mm. This will
however reduce the volume of smoke output.

Step1

Step 5

Step2

Step3

Step 6

Step 7

Step 4

Step 8

9.Install the solder connections inside and outside of the housing. The lower side of the
inner and outer solder connections must be angled.
10.Glue the smoke fluid reservoir at the bottom side of the housing. Ensure that the
location of the lower ABS housing is correctly located and marked before removing the
required area fully and firmly locating the ABS housing with an approved adhesive, e.g.
Epoxy glue of similar. DO NOT USE SUPER GLUE.
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11.Prepare the heating elements by CAREFULLY bending the wires upwards as shown
in the previous photos. USE MINIMUM FORCE AND AVOID holding the body of the
smoke elements in a vice or some other mechanical securing device.
12.Holding the wire close at the heater body very carefully and bend the open end of the
wire. The total length between the end of the glass tube and the end of the wires should be
approximately 31 mm (1.2 inches).
13.Install the heating elements by feeding the wires into the solder connections and solder
them all to their correct locations. Ensure that a low wattage soldering iron is used and
avoid too long a period in soldering, as the heat if excessive will cause the plastic case to
distort. Make sure that the glass tubes of the heaters DO NOT touch the bottom of the
smoke fluid reservoir when soldered and located.
14.Install the refilling tube through the hole on top of the housing into the fluid reservoir.
The end of the tube should reach the bottom of the smoke fluid reservoir. Fix the tube
securely on its length at for example, the internal solder connections. Install the fan.
15.Wire the outer solder connections for either 24 volt or 12 volt operation.
16.Securely fix the now completed reservoir in its location within your vehicle. A
mechanical fixing of a metal strap or straps fixed by bolts or screws to the chassis of your
model is/are strongly recommended.
17.The edges of the rear cover can be sealed by tape if necessary.

Step 9

Step 12
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Smoke outlet

Refilling Tube

Fan
Red: +12V
Bk: Minus

+ Heaters

„Idle“
Heaters

„Fast“
Heaters

Total view, 12V operation

Please refer to the original manual in PDF format, available at www.benedini.de for detailed
colour pictures
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Original manual of the used heating elements:
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This equipment is marked with the recycling symbol. It means that at the end of
the lifetime of the equipment you must dispose of it separately at an appropriate
collection point and not place it in the normal domestic unsorted waste stream.
(European Union only)
Benedini Modellbauelektronik
Müllergasse 15, 52159 Roetgen (Germany)
Web: www.benedini.de

Mail: Thomas@Benedini.de
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